The sigma 54 DNA-binding domain includes a determinant of enhancer responsiveness.
The bacterial sigma54 protein associates with core RNA polymerase to form a holoenzyme that functions in enhancer-dependent transcription. Isomerization of the sigma54 polymerase and its engagement with melted DNA in open promoter complexes requires nucleotide hydrolysis by an enhancer-binding activator. We show that a single amino acid substitution, RA336, in the Klebsiella pneumoniae sigma54 C-terminal DNA-binding domain allows the holoenzyme to isomerize, engage with stably melted DNA and to transcribe from transiently melting DNA without an activator. Activator responsiveness for the formation of stable open complexes remained intact. The activator-independent transcription phenotype of RA336 is shared with mutants in amino-terminal Region I sequences. Thus, in sigma54, two distinct domains function for enhancer responsiveness. A sigma54-DNA contact mediated by R336 appears to be part of a network of interactions necessary for maintaining the transcriptionally inactive state of the holoenzyme. We suggest activator functions to change these interactions and facilitate open complex formation through promoting polymerase isomerization.